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Instruction to Candidates:

~) Attempt any Five questions.

2) All questions carry equal marks.
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Ixl-l < x < 2
Ql) (a) DeriveFourierintegralrepresentationofthefunctionjrx)= '

O,X~-J,x;;:::2

At what point does the Fourier integral fail~o conv~rge tof(x)?

(b) Evaluate the Fourier transform ofj(x) = ~(x)e-m;,a> O.

Q2) (a) Evaluate the inverse Fourier transform of e-11cos w.

(b) State and prove Fourier convolution theorem.

. Q3) Find the Ztransform of
(a) Unit step sequence

(b) cosh (n; +8)

2Z2+ 3z+4. .
Q4) (a) IfU(z) = . ., Izi > 3, find the values of uJ' \l2 and 113'

(Z-3)3 .

. (1- e£ll)z
(b) Find the inverse z-transform of.

(z -1) (z - e- at)



Q5) (a) Solve the fpllowing equati0l1s by Gauss Seidal method

2x + y + Z = 10, 3x + 2y + 3z::;=18, x + 4y + 9z = 16
(b) Solve the following equations by Crout's method

. 2x + 3y + z = 9, x + 2y + 3z = 6, 3x + y + 2z = 8
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Q6) (a) Determine smallest eigen value ofthe matrix by using power method

[

10 2 1

]

2 20 - 2

-2 3 10

.

(b) Find the bilinear transformati~m which maps the points Zj = 2, Z2= joand
Z3= -2 into the points Wj = 1, W2-=i and W3= -1. .
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Q7) (a) Show that the transformation w= 2z+3 maps the circle x2 + y2 - 4x = 0
- z-4.

onto the straight line 4u +.3 = O.Explain why the curve obtained is nota
circle. .

(b) By the transformation W~ z2,show that the circle Iz-al =c (a and care
real) in thez;'planecorrespondto the limaconsinthe w-plane.

Q8) (a) Prove that the shortest distance between any two points in a plane is a
straightline.

(b) Use Galerkin's method to solve the BVPy" ~ y + x = 0, y(O)= y(l) = O.
Compare th,e approximate and the exact solution.


